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Accurately Hit Ball

Tactical Focus

Description

Modifications (Change It!)

Assessment

Questions

• Batter hits ball off the tee into the field 
• After hitting player runs to a base and 

back to score a point. 
• The further the base the higher the 

points scored. 
• Fielders aim to return the ball to the 

pitchers hoop to stop runner. 
• If batter has not returned then no 

points are scored. 
• After each batter switch roles.

Batter has difficulty 
hitting the ball away from 
fielders and struggles to 

score points.

Batter can sometimes hit 
ball away from fielders 

and scores points by 
running to bases close to 

starting point

Rather than hitting off the Tee, have pitcher throw ball to batter for striking. 
Add rule where batter is out (no score) when ball is caught by field without bouncing. 
Decrease the size of the ball to make it more difficult to hit. 

Change it 
Up

Change It! Score points by making it to a base and double points for making it back.  
Allow batters to stay on base for the next batter and then try to return to earn a point. 

Increase the size of the ball to make it easier to hit. 
Change the batting skill from hitting to throwing or kicking. 

Emerging Developing Competent Proficient

Change it 
Down

Where is the best place to hit the ball to be able to score the maximum number of points? 

Whee should the fielders stand while waiting for the batter to hit? 

What affected your decision on which base to run to? 

How can the fielders prevent the batter from scoring?

Striking & Fielding Games
Base Race

Avoid Getting Out Scoring Runs Make Hitting Difficult Stop Scoring Runs

Batter consistently hits ball 
away from fielders and scores 

points by running to bases 
with a minimal level of risk.

Batter consistently hits ball 
away from fielders and scores 

points by running to bases 
with the appropriate level of 

risk to reward.

Ball 
Equipment

Bat
Hoop

Tee

Cones



Maintain Possession Regain Possession Create Space Defend Space Attack the Goal Defend the Goal Set Plays

Tactical Focus

Description

Modifications (Change It!)

Assessment

Questions

Equipment

• Split into 2 even teams. One player from 
each team starts standing on a bench. 

• Team in possession of the ball must pass 
the ball to their player on the bench to 
score. If player catches the ball and 
remains on bench a point is scored. 

• Player who made the scoring throw 
replaces their team mate on the bench. 

• Possession switches to opposing team. 
• “Warm” defensive pressure only.  

Player rarely gets possession 
of the ball, and when in 

possession make 
inappropriate decisions 

about what to do with it.

Players must remain stationary when in possession of the ball. 
When players score they join to have 2 on the bench, reducing outfield players. 
Add change in possession if the ball hits the ground. 

Change it 
Up

Change It!

Pinnies

Give both teams a ball and make the game non-oppositional. Teams can no longer try and 
dispossess the opposing team. But try and score by completing a set number of passes 
without the ball hitting the ground before the can pass to bench. 

Emerging Developing Competent Proficient

Bench Ball
Invasion Games

Ball

Change it 
Down

Benches

Allow players to move when in possession of the ball. 
Remove benches and create end zone with catching player in it. 

Player sometimes gets 
possession of the ball, and 

when in possession is able to 
pass to a player who is not 

being marked.

Player frequently gets 
possession of the ball, and 

when in possession is able to 
make appropriate decisions 

about what to do with it.

Player consistently has 
possession of the ball, shows 

excellent decision making and is 
involved in all effective scoring 

and defensive plays.

How did you choose who was going to stand on the bench at the start of the game? Why? 

What strategies did your team use to attack/defend? 

How did the game change when the person on the bench changed? 

What happened to your team strategy when you has less outfield players?



Description

Modifications (Change It!)

Assessment

Questions

• Set up 9 hoops around your playing area. 
• Each player is given a badminton racquet and a 

birdie. 
• Players select their starting point in the playing 

space. From this point they aim to hit the birdie 
into the hoop in the fewest shots possible. 

• After successfully hitting birdie in hoop and 
completing hole, players return to the same 
starting point and aim for another hoop. 

• Repeat for all 9 holes. 
• Once all 9 hoops have been completed players add 

their total score. The lower the score the better!

Student has difficulty hitting 
the birdie with the racquet 

and takes a large number of 
shots before successfully 

getting birdie in hoop.

Student can hit birdie with 
racquet but has little 

control over its direction 
or force. Hitting birdie in 
hoop is often due to luck.

Increase the distance between hoops and make the playing area larger. 
Use smaller hoops/targets. 
Choose more challenging way of sending object (overhand throw, non-dominant hand). 

Change it 
Up

Change It! Set up hoops in an area with trees or other obstacles to make course more interesting. 
After completing hole 1, hit to hole 2 from the hoop rather than returning to starting point. 

Decrease the distance between hoops and make the playing area smaller. 
Use larger hoops/targets. 

Emerging Developing Competent Proficient

How did the distance between the starting point and the hoop affect the way you hit the birdie? 

How did you decide on how much force you needed to use to hit the birdie? 

Did you encounter any obstacles on the course? How did you navigate these?

Student can hit birdie with 
racquet and is able control 
direction and force to get 
the birdie into the hoop.

Student can hit birdie with 
racquet confidently and is able to 
use force and direction effectively 
to hit birdie in hoop with minimal 

number of shots.

Proximity to Target

Tactical Focus
Avoiding Obstacles Creating a Dynamic Reaction Defending Space/Objects Getting Last Shot

Change it 
Down

Hoops 

Equipment

Target Games
Badminton Golf Birdies

Racquets



Maintaining a Rally Winning a Point Setting Up for Attack Defend Space Restarting PlayDefending Against Attack

Tactical Focus

Description

Modifications (Change It!)

Assessment

Questions

• Create two teams separated by a net or 
barrier 

• Each team has 3 touches before the ball 
must be sent over the net. 

• The first 2 touches the ball must be 
played DOWN into the floor.  

• The 3rd touch must be played UP over 
the net. 

• If the opposition team is unable to 
return the ball within their 3 touches a 
point a is scored. 

Players have difficulty 
adapting to and using the 

DOWN & UP touches.

Add boundaries to the court. 
Decrease the size of the ball.

Change it 
Up

Change It! Use a racquet/paddle to strike the ball. 
Increase/Decrease the number of players. 

Allow players to catch the ball between touches 
Increase the size of the ball.

Emerging Developing Competent Proficient

How is this game similar to other Net/Wall Games? 

What strategies/skills/tactics could be transferred to other Net/Wall Games? 

How did your team defend space when the other team had the ball? 

Players can use both DOWN & 
UP touches when playing to 

return the ball across the net.

Players can consistently 
use both DOWN & UP 
touches to win points.

Equipment

Change it 
Down

Net & Wall Games
Down Down Up

Ball
Net

Players only use one type 
of the DOWN or UP 
touches during play.



RPS Baseball

Communication Collaboration Trust Problem Solving Adopting Roles

Learning Focus

Description

Modifications (Change It!)

Assessment

Questions

Cooperative Games

• All players line up at home base.  
• Players find person closes to them and 

Rock-Paper-Scissor. 
• Winner moves to 1st base and wait for 

a challenger. 
• Loser finds a new person to challenge. 
• Winners move around bases from 1st 

to 2nd to 3rd to Home. 
• Each time player passes Home Base 

they score a point.

Players have difficulty 
following the rules of the 

game and often find 
themselves in conflict

Players follow the rules of 
the game but sometimes 

find themselves in conflict

Players follow the rules of 
the game and are able to 
resolve conflict when it 

occurs

Have players use their whole body to act out Rock - Paper - Scissors 
Players retreat a base if they lose a Rock - Paper - Scissor match. 

Change it 
Up

Change It!
Change the locomotor skills between bases (skipping, hopping, jumping, etc). 

If no one at a base to challenge allow players to move forward one base. 

Pre-arrange players into pairs before starting the game. 

Have players carry Rock - Paper - Scissor Cards to assist with visuals. 

Emerging Developing Competent Proficient

Players follow the rules of the 
game and usually usually 

conflict

How could Rock - Paper - Scissors be used to resolve conflict?  
Which types of conflict could Rock - Paper - Scissors be used to resolve? 

Did you have a strategy for choosing Rock, Paper of Scissors? 

Equipment

Change it 
Down

Playing Area

Conflict Resolution

Cones
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